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6:00 - 6:20
6:20 - 7:40
7:40 - 8:00

Introduction, Process Overview

Recommendations

Question and Answer
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We equip change agents
with the tools to build
better communities and
stronger economies.
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Process
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Areas of Opportunity
Infrastructure & Resilience
Housing
Higher than average
median housing, closer to
CO than WY
Arts, Recreational, &
Cultural Tourism
Laramie is known for rich
and diverse cultural
identity, driving visitors to
region, as well as local use
Tech, Innovation, Entrepreneurship
Need higher levels of tech
commercialization and increased
support for new and existing
businesses

Limited and aging infrastructure
affects business and housing
development opportunities
Industry Diversiﬁcation &
Wages
Concentrated in non-traded
industries, and growth
projected in low-wage
occupations
Town-Gown & Industry-Workforce
Employers’ inability to attract
qualiﬁed workforce, and need for
better University-Community
integration
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Recommendations by Topic
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1. Industry Diversiﬁcation
Challenge: Lack of industry diversiﬁcation, concentrated in non-traded industries, growth projected
in low-wage occupations, and no uniﬁed plan for attraction

Opportunity: Target industries that bring high-paying, skilled, primary labor
market jobs for attraction and retention to diversify the region’s industry mix,
drive economic growth, and increase wages.
Recommendation: Work collaboratively to enhance the “business brand” of
Laramie and the region.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop strategy for target industries
Host local business roundtables to address business friendliness
Develop and launch a marketing strategy for the region
Build a talent-engagement portal
Develop physical space in identiﬁed development areas
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2. Increased Revenue & Wages
Challenge: Lower than average median wages across age groups in Laramie

Opportunity: Bring partners together to collaborate on solutions to reduce the cost
of employment, increase revenues, and allow for employment and wage growth.
Recommendation: Create the Revenue Catalyst - a resource initiative for employers
to reduce costs and increase revenues.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build an educational and peer-networking platform to encourage cultural change within existing businesses
Enhance employer toolkits as a central place for businesses to ﬁnd resources
Work with the industry consortium (strategy 4) to connect employers with student talent and develop multi-business
talent recruitment
Work with employers to reduce individual costs
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3. Enhance Town-Gown Relationships
Challenge: Improve the impressions of ﬁrst time visitors and enhance the quality of life for residents

Opportunity: Strengthen Laramie as a campus community by collaboratively and
cooperatively improving the physical connectivity of “town” to “gown” community
assets as well as the social integration of the campus population and community
Recommendation: Establish and strengthen effective mechanisms for
coordinated Town-Gown co-investment that has buy-in from decision makers.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine 3-5 key issues/action items to pursue
Highlight package of mutually beneﬁcial amenities
Quantify contributions toward achieving shared goals
Publicize Town-Gown work and collect public perception through regular sentiment surveys
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4. Workforce-Industry Alignment
Challenge: Keep workers in the region and ensure they can pursue family-sustaining job
opportunities and and have the skills needed to fulﬁll employer requirements

Opportunity: Strengthen collaborations between training providers, educational
institutions and private employers to enhance workforce and industry alignment
and support talent retention.
Recommendation: Create an industry consortium for talent enhancement and
promote Laramie as a destination for education and intellectual capital.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Convene business and industry leaders and education and training institutions
Create curricula, apprenticeship, and internship programs in high- demand, high-growth sectors
Establish an employer relations team to coordinate among educational and training institutions
Create incentives to reduce the costs of taking on interns, apprentices
Create a policy advocacy platform for workforce development programs, initiatives, and funding
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5. Tools to Bolster Tech,
Innovation, Entrepreneurship
Challenge: Many resources exist but might be packaged for better access

Opportunity: Help stakeholders deliver non-duplicative services, ﬁll gaps that are
missing, and scale existing (or develop new) programs and tools
Recommendation: Develop an Entrepreneurial Partnership that coordinates and
promotes the primary organizations serving entrepreneurs, startups, & small biz
Actions:
1. Identify an entity to serve as a neutral organizer.
2. Convene to map resources, identify redundancies, deﬁne roles, and create tools to better market resources
3. Pilot new/unique sources of assistance to entrepreneurs (1-2 each year)
4. Explore developing a business census or registration system to create an accurate business listing and more effectively
5.

deliver resources to local companies
Identify additional funding sources to support entrepreneurs
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6. Entrepreneurial Culture
Challenge: A strong and thriving entrepreneurial culture encourages peer learning, celebrates
small wins, and minimizes the stigma of failing

Opportunity: Enhance a culture of entrepreneurship in Laramie to encourage greater
rates of new business startups and also support current entrepreneurs
Recommendation: Create a marketing/recruiting plan that highlights and enhances
Laramie’s existing entrepreneurial culture and brings others to the region
Actions:
1.
2.
3.

Convene entrepreneurial leaders to document and build a narrative of the positive aspects of entrepreneurship

4.
5.
6.

Highlight the region’s entrepreneurial amenities to target populations

Replicate, scale, or promote entrepreneurial events to create more connections between new & seasoned entrepreneurs
Identify strengths of other entrepreneurial communities. Create a shared deﬁnition of targeted growth goals in terms of
types of ﬁrms, numbers of technologies licensed, etc.
Expand tools, resources, and support for freelancing and entrepreneurship to reduce the risk
Incorporate entrepreneurial training into primary, secondary, and post-secondary education
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7. Arts, Culture, Rec, & Tourism
Challenge: Tourists, whether in Laramie for sporting events, outdoor pursuits, arts and culture, or
historic tourism, must be aware of all Laramie has to offer beyond the “main attraction”

Opportunity: Maximize tourist dollar capture by improving programming,
communication, and marketing
Recommendation: Build the tourism economy around existing ecosystem
assets. Connect, communicate, and leverage efforts across entities.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop a series of information pathways with cohesive messaging for various amenities
Evaluate current marketing techniques and scale these into an integrated tourism marketing campaign
Co-sponsor and organize more events and programs to bring people in
Develop a process to measure quality of experience, via visitor surveys or a rating system
Improve the on-the-ground experience across the city and county. Enhance entry points into the community,
creating attractive entry corridors
Support and advocate for additional education and training in key areas that support these industries
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8. Funding Arts and Culture
Challenge: To promote Laramie as the Inclusive cultural capital of Wyoming and recruit more
people to live, work, and visit, creative endeavors must be better funded

Opportunity: Develop strategy to cover the administrative aspects of arts and
culture organizations to support diverse, inclusive arts and culture in Laramie
Recommendation: Develop a mini-grant fund for equitable and inclusive arts and
culture initiatives that is earmarked for project administration and management.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Draw lessons learned from successful programs locally and elsewhere
Identify available funding sources and create a budget for funding the program
Establish a Board of Advisors that is accountable to and recruited from the community
Seek input from the community and launch initial application and grant cycle
Establish professional development and mentorship opportunities for smaller, disadvantaged, and underrepresented
organizations
Work to support local artist advancement and visibility. Explore bringing in major collectors and national and
international artists
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9. Grow Outdoor Recreation
Challenge: Outdoor recreation should be enhanced and leveraged in a sustainable way to ensure
those beneﬁts are maximized without putting unnecessary or harmful strain on Laramie’s infrastructure.

Opportunity: Market and promote Laramie’s natural surroundings and world-class
amenities to locals and visitors
Recommendation: Create an Outdoor Recreation Coalition to boost the use and
economic impact of outdoor recreational assets.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recruit organizations to join the coalition, form a board, and appoint an entity to spearhead it
Conduct a SWOT analysis or a resource inventory of all available outdoor recreation amenities
Amplify messaging to attract additional visitors, residents, and businesses to the region that value outdoor recreation
Support the prioritization and implementation of projects identiﬁed in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. Improve
street, park, and community infrastructure in key corridors.
Develop a Trail Etiquette program to help sustainably manage growth by guiding behavior on regional trails to ensure
net economic beneﬁt
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10. Broadband Investment
Challenge: Robust broadband connectivity is an essential element of economic development without it Laramie will not be able to attract people and businesses to the region

Opportunity: Make Laramie the state leader in connectivity, prioritizing investment
in proactive broadband infrastructure upgrades
Recommendation: Form the Greater Laramie Region Broadband Coalition: A
public-private partnership.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Convene partners to form the Greater Laramie Region Broadband Coalition
Create a broadband master plan to set goals, evaluate the current system, and map desired infrastructure that
accounts for future economic growth
Creatively ﬁnance the system, and explore establishing a Broadband Utility
Build a user base through market building and education
Build capacity to support current end users and plan for expanded use with projected economic growth
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11. Municipal Infrastructure
Challenge: Much of Laramie’s infrastructure, from roads to sewer to gas lines, is aging or at
capacity, which limits growth and development of new housing and businesses.

Opportunity: Identify areas for investment in proactive and managed municipal
infrastructure upgrades to help attract and retain people and businesses.
Recommendation: Plan for proactive road, stormwater, sanitary sewer, and water
utility expansion and improvement in targeted growth areas.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review current infrastructure capital plans as well as progress updates to identify potential priorities and
partnerships. Deﬁne growth areas as well as geographic limits to growth
Prioritize infrastructure expansion and improvement projects in targeted infrastructure improvement areas
Establish joint planning to coordinate timelines and maximize investment eﬃciencies
Identify funding sources for road and stormwater improvements, and in the case of new housing, commercial, or
industrial development, determine which entities bear what portion of the cost burden
Create a City-County-State Asset Management Inventory system
Educate the public about ongoing and upcoming infrastructure improvement initiatives
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12. Energy Resilience
Challenge: Competition from natural gas and renewables is lowering the country’s demand for
WY coal, making it less proﬁtable to mine and threatening the state’s reliance on coal-related tax revenue.

Opportunity: Increase energy resiliency and reliability by making needed
infrastructure improvements and proactively preparing for future jobs & industry
Recommendation: Improve energy infrastructure and diversify energy portfolio to
increase economic competitiveness and develop Laramie as a leader in this area.
Actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Complete the energy audit at the city level. Support city-wide enterprise resource planning to improve eﬃciencies
and lay the groundwork for enhanced grid and smart technology. Identify pilot renewable energy projects
Form a Joint Task Force among leaders to communicate and share resources, and determine future of energy
Explore opportunities for renewable power distribution to the city and county through RMP wind turbines
Work with the University of Wyoming on wind and solar energy research and collaborate on sustainability goals
Attract green technology companies and those interested in integrating renewables into their energy mix. Market
energy diversity to recruit residents and businesses
Explore becoming carbon neutral, as well as legislation to encourage renewable energy and increase net metering
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13. Housing Quality and Quantity
Challenge: Unavailability of middle-income housing options is one of Laramie’s biggest challenges
to recruitment and retention

Opportunity: Increase the volume of construction, as well as enhance the
existing quality and diversity of housing stock in strategic locations to
contribute to a more livable Laramie.
Recommendations: Alleviate the negative consequences of the existing
housing environment in Laramie:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Enhance the role that the City is playing with respect to code revision, liaising, and enforcement
Increase the ﬁnancing options available through public-private partnering opportunities.
Increase the pipeline of developers and laborers interested in working in Laramie.
Identify opportunities for inﬁll development in strategic locations to prove the market.
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“Catalysts for
Growth”
Throughout conversations associated with the 10-year community and economic
development strategy planning effort, three general recommendations emerged that cross
topic areas. These three areas will catalyze a thriving and prosperous community.
1.

Prepare for Population Growth to 50,000 to Support Economic Opportunity and
Enhance Quality of Life

2.

Consistent and Cohesive Laramie Messaging

3.

Revenue Enhancements to Support Plan Implementation
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1. Population Growth to 50,000 to Support
Economic Opportunity and Enhance QOL
Challenge: Over the past 50 years Laramie’s population growth can be characterized as ‘steady’ but has
not been through a planned process. Throughout history the largest increases in population have
resulted from University expansions. With the explosive growth of the Fort Collins region, it can be
expected that Laramie will begin to see spillover growth.

Opportunity: The Laramie community, if it can grow to 50,000, would realize new
opportunities and enhance the overall quality of life for its residents.
Recommendation: Effectively plan for a Laramie with a population of 50,000 residents (an
8,000 person increase over the next decade plus)
Actions:
1.
Run scenarios for what Laramie will need in terms of infrastructure and housing to reach this milestone
2.
Plan for how to utilize growth to enhance community vibrancy
3.
Align City, County, University land use and infrastructure plans to support enhanced growth
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2. Consistent and Cohesive Messaging
Challenge: Communication efforts have not been coordinated in the past, which has limited the
effectiveness of the message and investments, as well as the positive impacts that could be realized from
tourists, visitors, and existing residents.

Opportunity: Consistent messaging around what makes the community so beloved by its
residents.
Recommendation: Bring together stakeholders to develop a cohesive set of messages that
can be adopted across platforms, as well as a common evaluation framework for those
efforts, and then work collaboratively to implement targeted marketing campaigns.
Actions:
1. Convene stakeholders to assess impact of existing campaigns
2. Begin to identify develop a suite messaging that can be adapted by and used across arts, recreation,
economic development entities
3. Develop a targeted list of personas and test out campaign, refreshing every 3-5 years
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3. Revenue Enhancements to Support Plan
Implementation
Challenge: Existing reliance on sales tax due limits the ability of Laramie, Albany County, and
partners to invest in the initiatives, programs, and services required for growth.

Opportunity: Identify near-term resources to support the investments identiﬁed in this
plan. In the long term, create mechanisms to increase revenue reliability/predictability
and mitigate the boom-bust cycles that result from the state’s tax structure.
Recommendation: Identify new revenues to reduce dependence on state funding, and
support investments in the initiatives, programs, and services required for growth
Actions:
1.
Demonstrate how increased ﬁnancial capacity can enhance community and economic development and
help Laramie thrive.
2.
Develop a platform of revenue enhancements that includes fee generation.
3.
Explore co-investment opportunities in mutually beneﬁcial community enhancements like those outlined in
this plan to foster coordination
4.
Bring together grant writers from leading organizations to explore a shared approach to the exploration and
development of grant proposals.
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Implementing the Plan

To ensure the success of the Thrive Laramie 10-Year Community Economic Development Strategic Action
Plan, an Implementation Committee will be formed from existing Steering Committee members.
Implementation Committee members will provide guidance, direction, and accountability as they serve as
lead advocates, doers, and fundraisers for the plan.
The Implementation Committee will be supported by a number of working groups and action committees
associated with each of the plan’s focus area. Convening partners have been identiﬁed to lead each
working group. They are charged with recruiting working group participants, inviting community
organizations with a stake in a given strategy area to be a part of its implementation.
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